
 

Our Children’s Trust 
Introduction and Science  

YOUTH CLIMATE ACTION AROUND THE GLOBE 

Our Children’s Trust, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, elevates youth voices to secure the legal right to a healthy 
atmosphere and stable climate in accordance with the best available science. Our actions on behalf of youth are 
pending in several state courts, before local legislative bodies, in global domestic forums, and are teed up for federal 
court and state administrative rulemaking actions. These actions are unique in the climate law landscape because 
they are the only ones seeking lasting judicial orders that governments undertake systemic, science-based climate 
recovery planning to ensure the viability of our atmosphere for all present and future generations. Time is short to do 
so, but we are making definitive progress. View the final Moyers & Company interview from January 2015, 
featuring our work at www.billmoyers.com/episode/full-show-climate-crusade. And, see our short films featuring 
these youth at www.ourchildrenstrust.org/trust-films.  

Our Children’s Trust leads, coordinates and supports youth, lawyers, and experts from around the globe who bring 
these legal actions to secure a healthy atmosphere and stable climate. The actions are all grounded in constitutional 
and scientific principles, and they apply the Public Trust Doctrine, a long-standing legal requirement that all 
sovereign governments hold common natural resources in trust for the benefit of all present and future generations.  
Our actions apply these principles so that governments, as trustees, observe their fiduciary obligation to citizens to 
preserve these resources for the benefit of all. We seek systemic climate recovery planning by government that 
preserves our atmosphere in accordance with the best available science.  

Our Children’s Trust recruits and manages a talented team of pro bono lawyers and experts who represent and give 
their expertise to the youths’ efforts. We advanced one case brought by youth all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. 
While the Court ultimately decided not to hear the youth’s case at this time (as the Court does in 99.5% of its cases), 
other youth supported by Our Children’s Trust have secured important rulings from multiple state courts that 
significantly advance this collective efforts to secure the legal right to a healthy atmosphere and stable climate.  
Actions are now pending in Oregon, Washington, New Mexico, Colorado, Massachusetts, where youth are 
successfully building the law that will soon mandate science-based climate recovery action planning at all levels of 
government. More actions in federal, state and global domestic forums will soon be filed. 

CRITICAL CLIMATE SCIENCE 

Climate scientists predict that civilization has crossed ecological thresholds from which we might never return. If 
society as a whole does not change our course in the near future, the world as we know it will be forever changed.   

Dr. James Hansen and other world renowned scientists conclude that in order to stabilize our climate and avoid 
potentially disastrous impacts on today’s young people, future generations, and nature, concentrations of carbon in 
our atmosphere must decline from their present levels of 400 parts per million, to 350 parts per million by the year 
2100. 2014 was the hottest year in recorded history and current CO2 concentrations have not been this high in the 
last 800,000 years. As well, humans not only continue to add CO2 into the atmosphere at a rate that outpaces its 
removal by natural processes, but our current and projected rate of CO2 increase in the atmosphere is about 100 
times faster than any that has occurred in the past 800,000 years. So, we are seeing rapid increases in average global 
surface temperatures, rising sea levels, ocean acidification, disruption of precipitation patterns, crop, livestock and 
forest depletion, human health and economic consequences, all resulting from climate change. Correcting these 
trends will require the comprehensive climate recovery planning we seek to keep fossil fuels in the ground, reduce 
our consumption and related carbon emissions, establish widespread regenerative organic agriculture, accomplish 
extensive reforestation and shift our systemic models to align with the laws of nature.    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Our Children’s Trust 
Film Screening Guide and Agenda for Faith Groups 

Thank you for hosting a Film Screening and Discussion about the work of Our Children’s Trust.  This “Film 
Screening Guide and Agenda” will help you conduct a dynamic and informative event for your church and build 
the power of our work in a very important way.  Thank you! 

Prior To Your Event 
• Decide which films to show your church. Go to our website at www. http://ourchildrenstrust.org/trust-films,     

where all of our films are archived. We recommend showing our compilation film, TRUST 350, (http://
ourchildrenstrust.org/trust-films/TRUST350) to all church members first. This film is roughly 5 minutes long.  
This will introduce church members to the films and give a quick summary of our work.  

o For youth groups, we recommend that you then show two of the TRUST films (titled on our website by  
name of state) that you think might have the potential to engage the youth, perhaps because of a regional 
focus or particular interest in the featured youth.  Each film is roughly 7-8 minutes long. 

o For older church members, we recommend that you then show “A Climate of Trust” (http:// 
ourchildrenstrust.org/trust-films/AClimateOfTRUST) and one of the other state title TRUST films that 
may have a particular regional interest to the group. This film is 16 minutes long. 

• We encourage you to watch the films you will screen at least once prior to screening to ensure that everything     
functions/streams properly and to familiarize yourself with the stories so you can introduce the films nicely. 

• Please sign our Pledge of Support (http://ourchildrenstrust.org/sign-our-pledge-support) and consider making a     
small donation to Our Children’s Trust yourself, as we would like you to ask your guests to do so also. Secure an 
iPad(s) and/or laptop(s) for them to do so at the end of your event. 

• Announce the event to your church bulletin or newsletter, and make an announcement during worship in the     
weeks leading up the screening. To increase attendance, consider hosting the vent shortly after worship or 
fellowship hour. You may choose to invite other local faith communities as well, or to advertise the event to the 
general public. Most screenings last between 45-90 minutes, depending on the number of films shown and the 
extent of discussion.  

• Consider having some light snacks and beverages available for your church members.     
• Try to recruit an assistant to help you greet, sign in, and support you during the event.     

Set Up the Room and Test Drive the Equipment  
• At least an hour prior to screening (but preferably the day before), test the films and sound on the actual     

equipment you will use once set up to be sure audio and video are solid.  Also test your iPad and laptop 
connections so church members are able to sign the Pledge of Support during and after the event. 

• Set up a table at the entrance with all of the materials in the “OCT Film Screening Materials” PDF found on the     

website (http://ourchildrenstrust.org/sites/default/files/OCTFilmScreeningMaterials.pdf) to make them 
available for church members. Also, have the person staffing your table ensure that all of your congregation sign 
our sign-in sheet that we ask that you return to us after the event. Materials include: 

o OCT Summary and Climate Science sheet   
o Discussion questions   
o Adult volunteer opportunities sheet)  
o Sign In Sheet   

• Be creative with the space. Ensure that screen/seating are arranged so views/audio are not blocked.     
• Finish any last minute prep before guests arrive.     

http://ourchildrenstrust.org/trust-films
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Welcome Your Church Members and Set the Agenda 
• Introduce yourself to church members and tell them how you learned of and became involved with Our Children’s 

Trust. Then, generally introduce the films and any additional speakers you may have invited. If the event is small, 
allow the participants to introduce themselves as well. 

• Explain the flow of the evening (e.g., will you watch 2-3 films and then discuss them all at once, or will you 
discuss each story before moving on to the next?). 

• Finally, explain your purpose and hopes for the screening: 
o Introduce the work of Our Children’s Trust (found on the OCT and Climate Science Sheet) 
o Observe the impacts your region is currently facing due to climate change. 
o Enjoy the beautiful short films from Stories of TRUST: Calling for Climate Recovery. 

• Sample language to introduce the film series:  
Stories of TRUST: Calling for Climate Recovery is a 10-part, award-winning, documentary series that tells the 
stories of 9 brave young climate advocates, who are currently adversely affected by climate change. The 9 youth 
profiled represent thousands of youth from across the country, who have come together to file legal actions 
against the federal and 50 state governments to compel our leaders to design and implement science-based 
climate recovery plans. Each film takes place in a different state, features one youth plaintiff, and reveals their 
personal reasons for acting to reverse climate change and restore our atmosphere. The landscape, emotions, and 
personal stories of struggle and hope that the films capture enlighten us to the real and present dangers of climate 
change, as well inspire us to join these daring youth in their quest to compel our governments to protect our 
atmosphere by holding it in trust for all present and future generations.  

Watch the Films 
• Introduce compilation film “TRUST 350” to the group.     
• Play “TRUST 350.”      
• Introduce the young person featured in the first Stories of TRUST films you will show.     
• Play the first state film.      
• Introduce the young person featured in the next Stories of TRUST film you will show.      
• Play second state film, if you are showing two.      
• If you have an older youth or adult church members, show the film CLIMATE OF TRUST which discusses the     

science and law of our work in more detail, and features world renowned climate scientist James Hansen and 
Professor Mary Wood. 

Discussion 
• Lead an open discussion session with your congregation. Begin with sample questions provided below in our Film     

Discussion Questions sheet, and allow the conversation to flow naturally. Feel free to add in whatever questions 
you or your congregation are interested in discussing. 

  
Conclude 

• Discuss possible next steps. Feel free to contact our Deputy Director, Lou Helmuth, lou@ourchildrenstrust.org, to     
discuss possibilities. 

• Review possible actions adults can take as listed on our Volunteer Opportunities Sheet.     
• Pass around an iPad/laptop and have everyone sign our important Pledge of Support (http://ourchildrenstrust.org/    

sign-our-pledge-support) and consider making a small donation (http://ourchildrenstrust.org/donate).  Ask church 
members to spread the Pledge to their friends and family social media. 

• Identify youth who are interested in becoming actively involved.     

After The Event 
• Scan and email your Sign In Sheet to Meg Ward meg@ourchildrenstrust.org and provide Meg with the names of     

any individual youth and adults who are interested in becoming actively involved.  
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Our Children’s Trust 
Film Discussion Questions for Faith Groups 

• What is your initial response to the film(s)? Which individual story did you connect with most?  

• What messages or images resonated with you? 

• What surprised you about the effects of climate change described? 

• How is climate change affecting members of our congregation, and our wider community? 

• Are the values of our faith related to the values motivating these young people?  

• What is the perspective of our faith on future generations and the environment?  

• Can you think of ways that the work of Our Children’s Trust speaks to particular teachings or stories of our 
faith?  

• Do the fundamentals of these films relate to today’s or recent worship services? How could they be woven into 
worship in the future?  

• How can we as a congregation support these youth and engage in strategic and impactful climate action 
projects that are inspired by these young people?  

• Do you think the government should be responsible for protecting our atmosphere? If not the government, 
who? 

• Did you know that as a citizen, you have the legal right to a healthy atmosphere? 

• Were you previously aware of the Public Trust Doctrine? Do you understand what it means? 

• What do you think are the biggest challenges in addressing climate change and implementing governmental 
climate recovery plans? 

• Do you feel that indigenous communities are more at risk to the impacts of climate change? If so, what can be 
done about it? 
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES WITH  
OUR CHILDREN’S TRUST 

OUR CHILDREN’S TRUST elevates the voice of youth to establish the legal right to a healthy 
atmosphere and stable climate in accordance with accepted science. Through our programs, youth 
participate in public education, civic discourse and legal action to ensure the viability of our atmosphere. OUR 
CHILDREN’S TRUST supports youth throughout the United States and in several other countries in their 
efforts to secure legal protection for our atmosphere on behalf of all future generations. 

Here are some things YOU can do. If any are of interest,  

1. Sign our pledge of support. And spread it around to your friends. 

2. Like us on Facebook. Follow us on Twitter. These are REALLY important.  And, get your friends to like us. 

3. Make a donation. We desperately need broad-based financial support and presently operate on a very lean 
budget.  All modest and grand contributions are helpful. Organize an online or real-time fundraiser.  For more 
information contact Lou at lou@ourchildrenstrust.org.  

4. Write an op-ed, blogpost or Letter to the Editor about this game-changing, youth-led global effort. This will 
build community awareness in your region about the urgency of these young people’s efforts. 

5. Volunteer as the Point Person in your state. Coordinate youth presence at legal proceedings, facilitate 
community relations and awareness, identify partnership possibilities and more. In states where we don’t have any 
present legal action, reach out to youth, youth groups, and attorneys to educate them about Our Children’s Trust, 
and identify those who are interested in pro bono involvement in an atmospheric trust effort in your state. Have 
them review our website carefully. Email Meg the names, contact information and brief biographies of those you 
find. We will then conference with the lawyer and youth organizer you find, to help build the appropriate effort in 
your state. We will then report back to you. If you would like to take on this role in your state, please email Meg 
at meg@ourchildrenstrust.org. 

6. Host a discussion group in your home, screening one or more of our films. For groups 8 or more adults, we 
may be able to participate by Skype to facilitate conversation and provide information. For groups of youth, we 
will provide a Screening Guide that gives you all the information you need. Please contact Meg at 
meg@ourchildrenstrust.org for more information.   

7. Email us about other ways you’d like to become involved or ways you’d like to use your special skills. 

OUR CHILDREN’S TRUST’s comprehensive legal strategy, advancing legal action by youth at all levels of 
government, is the only strategy now in play with potential to achieve systemic governmental action that 
restores the health of our atmosphere, in accordance with science, so our children and their children have 
truly sustainable futures. Time is short, but we are making progress at each level.  
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	   	   	   	   	   	   Film Screening in _________________________	  
	  

Thanks	  for	  coming	  and	  for	  your	  interest	  in	  our	  work.	  
Please	  don’t	  hesitate	  to	  email	  us	  to	  learn	  more	  about	  how	  you	  can	  get	  involved	  with	  Our	  Children’s	  Trust!	  	  

info@ourchildrenstrust.org	  	  
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